
Current identity protection software services are failing to protect users 
adequately from the threats posed by modern identity thieves. With data 
breaches exposing hundreds of millions of users’ identities, consumers need 
the ability to monitor and protect their own identities.

Traditional identity protection services provide notifications, but by that point 
it might be too late.
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Giving Identity Control Back To The Customer
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Introducing Real-Time Alerts 
Financial services companies partner with Civic to notify their customers when their identities are 
being used to open up a new account. With our real-time alerts, Civic Partners have the ability to 

communicate with the owner of the identity in question when opening up the account.

Civic empowers our Partners to combat identity fraud and stop syndicates. 
This occurs through sharing information about IP addresses and other 
identifying characteristics when there is a high concentration of declined 
identity alerts. This information can then be used to prevent those bad actors 
from entering the signup or new account creation process.



Real-Time Alerts 
Generated whenever a Civic Member’s personally identifiable information (PII) is used within our Partner network. 
Civic Partners also use our proprietary solution to verify Civic Member identities, securely create accounts, provide 
multi-factor authentication  for web and mobile applications, and request  approval before using Member PII.

24x7 Fraud Support Hotline 
U.S. based identity theft support agents to assist with proactive advice on recovering from identity fraud. 
In the event of actual fraud, a dedicated investigator will be assigned to the Member to guide them 
through the recovery process.

Credit Bureau Monitoring
Provides our Members with notifications whenever a new record appears on their credit report. Civic 
Members can reach out to our 24x7 fraud support when they receive a notification indicating possible fraud.

$1M Identity Fraud Insurance
Free for life to Civic Members, and covers personal costs and legal fees to recover from a case of identity 
fraud with no Member deductible.

Civic’s Core Product Offerings 
Civic can provide our services free for life to our Members since we generate revenue from our Partners.

Civic’s simple API allows our Partners to not only send an outgoing message notifying the Civic Member 
of their identity being used, but also provides the user with the ability to send our Partner a response to 
confirm or deny the use of their identity. The response from a Civic Member helps our Partners prevent 

fraud before it occurs, such as new account fraud.
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